WE OFFER 2 OPTIONS: Bring your class to us or we bring our museum "on the go" to you!

FIELD TRIP + STEM @ The Children's Museum

WE COME TO YOUR PLACE!

$6 PER STUDENT
Includes trained staff and all supplies.
Minimum of 10 / Maximum 35 per class
2 or more sessions required
Nominal fee outside Ouachita Parish

WITH ADD-ON A STEM ACTIVITY!

$6–7 PER STUDENT
Includes 1 hour of playtime + 30 min. STEM activity
Teachers and Bus Drivers are FREE
Parents and siblings pay group rate

BE A PALEONTOLOGIST
Learn about fossils, dinosaurs and do a little excavating project

*STUFFEE
Learn about the function of the human body and importance of healthy food choices

GARDEN IN A GLOVE
Dissect a bean, then plant some beans and watch them grow

GROW A RAINBOW
Experiment with colors, make a rainbow grow and listen to a story about rainbows

LIFE CYCLE OF A BUTTERFLY
Learn about the Louisiana State butterfly and its life cycle using pasta

LAYERS OF THE EARTH
Build the layers of the Earth using Playdough and see what is inside

*EARTH BALLOON
Walk around and inside our 16 foot globe! Review the continents, oceans, animals, and more

LEMON VOLCANOS
Discuss acids and bases and learn the basic parts of a volcano then make one and watch the lava form

SENSORY KITS
We have a variety of choices: moon/space, farm friends, bugs/pollinators and more!

CUSTOM STEM OPTION
If you are working on a topic that needs STEM reinforcement, we have you covered. We can create a storytime w/ activity to match!

*INDICATES OUTREACH PROGRAM

f @NELACHILDRENSMMUSEUM | NELCM.ORG
323 WALNUT ST DOWNTOWN MONROE | 318.361.9611 FOR INFO OR TO BOOK